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 by Idhren   

Tirzah Salon 

"Nothing But Hair"

This shop near the Northern Arizona University campus caters to students

and it's a shop that doesn't fill the menu with miscellaneous services. This

salon does one thing, which is hair, and it does it right. The professional

stylists know how to cut every type of hairstyle, from up-dos to bobs and

color. It is perfectly done at an affordable price.

 +1 928 864 9315  www.tirzahsalon.com/  405 West Birch Avenue, Flagstaff AZ

 by ...love Maegan   

Bliss at 619 

"Bliss in the High Country"

Bliss Spa is a hidden little spot that provides stylish hairdos to Flagstaff

denizens. Every client is treated with the utmost of care, where every

whim and need is taken into account. Most of the cuts are designed for

women, however the stylists cut all types of hair. Prices are great and the

ambiance is perfect, meaning you will have a great experience getting

your hair styled here.

 +1 928 213 0774  619 North Humphreys Street, Flagstaff AZ

 by ...love Maegan   

Salon Bloom 

"Locally Owned Salon"

The owner of Salon Bloom is a local resident named Barbie, who runs this

small salon in the historic district of Flagstaff. The salon specializes in

haircuts and styling which includes color, Brazilian blow out and other

treatments, as well as waxing and eyebrow depilation. Definitely a hidden

gem, if you're looking for a place to get your hair done head to Salon

Bloom.

 +1 928 226 1512  www.salonbloomaz.com/  barbarahickey24@gmail.co

m

 15 West Hunt Avenue,

Flagstaff AZ
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